Anti-Eurocentric History
See also: Historiography file (Pitzer Teaching)
(Source for Blaut, Frank, Hodgson is talk by Barbara Holdrege, UCSB Religious studies at CGU, 11-9-04)

Me: World systems tends towards global holistic study of world which lends itself to universalism and fails to question objectivity. For exceptions see Spivak and DeLanda(?)


Argues that European claim to invention of democracy and science are Eurocentric beliefs not supported or contradicted by facts; See also his book, Eight Eurocentric Historians.


Crit. Abu-Lughod and Hodgson by arguing Europe not hegemonic until after 1800.

Multimodal Afro-Eurasian network with four regions
Zayn loves this guy on Islam—get his 3 vol. history

Spivak, Other Asias. Forthcoming.